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ABSTRACT 

The results of the change in Calculus instruction at the University of Arizona 

in 1991, 1992, and 1993 were examined using three complementary methods. 

A survey of students (45) who took calculus during this period was adminis

tered, and analyzed for attitudinal differences between those who took traditional 

and those who took reform calculus. There were no statistically significant differ

ences in reported attitude. 

Volunteers (14) were solicited from those who had been freshmen during the 

change to participate in interviews. These interviews included students taught by 

each method, and were analyzed by using concept maps to determine if there is a 

difference in retained knowledge. Although consortium (reform) students showed 

slightly improved retention, the differences were not statistically significant. 

University computerized grade records were used to determine if there was 

a difference between students who took consortium calculus and those took the 

traditional course. Both retention and grades in subsequent calculus-dependent 

mathematics, science, and engineering courses were examined. A pattern of com

parisons emerged which showed that consortium students somewhat outperformed 

traditional students. The patterns were indicative of better teaching and cannot 

be directly attributed to the materials. There is good evidence that the consortium 

students were not at a disadvantage in subsequent course work. 

This research should be of interest to teachers of calculus, and those involved 

in calculus reform. The techniques and computer programs for analysis of large 

data sets for performcmce differences in subsequent (dependent) course work can 

be useful for comparing different instructors, procedures, or materials in large 

institutions. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Large-Scale Educational Change 

What happens to students when a major change in educational practice is 

made? Suppose that the textbook, the pedagogical approach, and the content 

of a first year college course are all drastically altered. What differences might 

the change cause, and how might they be detected? What can be learned about 

the process of change? What can be discovered about the process of learning by 

studying what happens during a change of instruction? Just such a change took 

place at the University of Arizona during academic years 1991 and 1992, when the 

Mathematics Department shifted first-year calculus instruction from a traditional 

textbook to a reform one based on different pedagogical principles. The purpose 

of this study is to address these questions by determining if there are differences in 

student performance in client subjects based on which calculus course the student 

took. A second purpose is to determine if there is a difference in what the students 

remember of calculus depending on which course they took, and a third is to 

determine if there is any difference in attitude towards the two courses. 

In 1988, the National Science Foundation fimded, among other reform calcu

lus projects, one to be conducted by a Consortium of schools based at Harvard 

University. The University of Arizona was a member of this Consortium, and by 

1990 sufficient material had been prepared so that several sections of calculus were 

taught at Arizona with a draft version of the new textbook. Other sections used a 

traditional textbook, (Anton, 1988) [4]. Consortium material was gradually phased 

in, and by 1993 all one-variable calculus courses used the Consortium book [15], 

except those supporting the College of Business. This study examines the effects 

of the change in three complementary ways: by comparisons of grades earned in 
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subsequent calculus-dependent courses, by comparisons of responses to an affec

tive survey, and by measuring subject matter retention during the subjects' senior 

year. 

1.2 Personal Observation 

During my first two years of graduate study, I taught first year calculus using 

both Anton and the Consortium book. I thought them both interesting and sat

isfactory, if different, ways of approaching the subject. The use of calculators in 

calculus instruction seemed more natural with the Consortiima. materials. How

ever I was surprised to find faculty firom whom I took courses and who taught well, 

adamant in their opposition to the Consortitim course. Some claimed that Consor

tium students were poorly prepared for advanced courses in Mathematics, Science, 

and Engineering. Some faculty in those departments agreed. Others very strongly 

suported the reforms represented by the Consortium. The sort of debate I heard 

in the Mathematics Building is well reflected in the debate between Andrews and 

Mathews in The College Mathematics Journal, [3], [18]. I became curious as to 

how evidence might be developed to address this debate, and the curiosity became 

the project described herein. I have tried to collect as much and as varied evidence 

as time and resource constraints would allow. 

My own opinion should be recorded. I believe it is perfectly well possible to 

teach an exciting, thorough, and worthwhile first-year calculus course with either 

the Anton or the Consortium book. Indeed it is possible to teach such a course 

with very many texts, including my personal favorite, the third edition of Thomas 

published in 1960 [27]. 
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1.3 Significance of the Study 

The significance of this study lies in two general areas, the methods and the 

results. Determining diff"erences in performance and retention has implications for 

teaching and curriculum design. In addition, the computer methods developed for 

dealing with very large files of grade data are useful tools for evaluating the results 

of changes in educational practices. 

The results of this study should be of interest to anyone involved with the 

reform of mathematics education at the beginning college level. This includes the 

agencies which administer grants for funding projects to improve post secondary 

education. College and university mathematics departments should be interested 

as the mathematics education reform movement continues to grow. This study 

and its methodology should also be of interest to teachers of calculus who may be 

involved in such a change. The comparison of the two methods of teaching calculus 

has given a little information about how students leam calculus, which should be 

of interest both to those who teach it and those responsible for preparing teachers. 

The computer programs (UNIX shell scripts) developed for this study can be 

adapted smd used for any study involving the comparisons of grade files for large 

numbers of students. Many universities now have such files, and this methodology 

is not confined to the study of mathematics grades, but is useful for determining 

the effects of any change in instructors, materials, or procedures on subsequent 

grades. In Appendix B which contains the scripts, I have recorded difficulties I 

encountered and suggestions for using them with other grade files. 

1.4 Human Subjects Review 

Since this study involved human subjects, approval of the University of Ari

zona Human Subjects Committee was required. Appendix .A. documents their 
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determination that this study is exempt from their review. 
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Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 The Calculus Reform Movement 

Elementary one-variable calculus is usually the first mathematics course taught 

to prospective engineering and science majors in college. By the mid 1980's there 

was considerable dissatisfaction with the form and content of the standard calculus 

course. The complaints included [26]: 

1. High failure rates, and the perception of calculus as a barrier to all students, 

but especially to women and minorities 

2. Large expensive textbooks which contained far too many topics for a reason

able beginning course 

3. Emphasis on techniques often amounting to meaningless symbol manipula

tion instead of understanding 

4. Delivery by lecture with little apparent involvement by the students 

These dissatisfactions and many more were reflected in client disciplines and 

one of the professional societies, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 

(IEEE) published its own calculus tutoring book in 1985 [5]. The lecture method of 

teaching, emphasis on standard symbol manipulation problems and computation 

came to characterize "traditional" calculus. Compounding the problems associ

ated with the traditional course was the widespread availability and low cost of 

graphing calculators. Many of the standard symbol manipulation drills in tradi

tional calculus are tied to graphing functions; a job rendered mechanically trivial 

on such a calculator. .An additional factor was the increasing influence of those 
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who thought finite mathematics should replace calculus because of its utility in 

the rapidly expanding field of computer science [9]. 

At the 1985 Joint Meeting of the American Mathematical Society and the 

Mathematical Association of America, Professor Ronald G. Douglas of Tulane 

University organized a panel discussion, Calculus Instruction Crucial but Ailing. 

Over three hundred people attended; obviously concern about calculus instruction 

was widespread. One year later with support firom the Sloan Foundation, he con

ducted a small conference at Tulane University, where the twenty-five participants 

discussed reform of calculus instruction. The proceedings of this conference, To

ward a Lean and Lively Calculus [9] became a blueprint for the calculus reform 

movement. It contained a thorough critique of the traditional course, suggested 

syllabi, and plans and suggestions for improving calculus instruction. 

In 1987, in response to growing concerns about science education, the National 

Science Foundation established an Office of Undergraduate Science, Engineering 

and Mathematics Education to co-ordinate the efforts of the NSF Directorates to 

encourage undergraduate education [1]. 

The next year, the NSF funded a number of reform calculus projects. They 

are all characterized by increased emphasis on teaching the concepts of calculus 

and the application of those concepts to numerical and graphical data from prac

tical problems. Brief descriptions of many of them are in Priming the Calculus 

Pump [29]. Many of these projects such as Calculus & Mathematica developed by 

Porta and Uhl [30] at the University of Illinois and Project CALC at Duke Uni

versity made extensive use of computers. Indeed, according to Park [21], the goal 

of the authors of Calculus & Mathematica was "to change the delivery of calculus 

from lectures and printed texts to a laboratory course through an electronic text" 

(page 2). Other funded projects, like that which resulted in the formation of the 

Calculus Consortium based at Harvard, prepared materials which could be used 
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with graphing calculators alone. Brief discussions of the history of the calculus re

form movement are given in the January 1995 issue of Undergraduate Mathematics 

Education Trends by Douglas [10] and Schoenfeld [25]. They trace the calculus 

reform efforts from their inception through the NSF funding of pilot projects, to 

the publication and use of course materials. Reform calculus efforts have become 

widespread. A 1994 survey conducted by the Mathematical Association of America 

[28] determined that 68% of 1048 responding college and university mathematics 

departments were involved in some sort of reform. Numerous junior colleges and 

high schools also use reform materials, especially since the recent decision to require 

a graphing calculator for the Advanced Placement Calculus examination. 

By 1994, according to Tucker [28], the material prepared by the Calculus Con

sortium based at Harvard were used at least in part by over 500 schools, colleges, 

and universities. The Consortium includes a wide variety of schools, elite private 

universities like Harvard, large public institutions like the University of Arizona, 

as well as high schools and commimity colleges. It proposed to address the needs 

of all of them with a conmion text. The success of the Consortium materials rests 

in part on the fact that they can be used with a wide variety of technological tools. 

Butler College in Indianapolis reports using them with nothing beyond a simple 

calculator: while the Colorado School of Mines teaches a combined Physics and 

Calculus class using an algebraic computer package [28]. 

2.2 Evaluations of Reform Calculus 

Since 1994 calculus reform has continued to spread. Selection of which reform 

material to use may be a contentious issue in individual mathematics departments, 

but it is very common to have at least some reform calculus sections. Along with 

the increasing use of reform calculus projects has been an increasing effort to 
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evaluate what happens when it is implemented, and considerable efifort has been 

put into assessing the results, not only of the change in pedagogy, but also the 

impact of technology on calculus instruction. 

2.2.1 Projects other than the Consortium 

The Mathematical Association of America's report, Assessing Calculus Reform 

Efforts [28] provides an overview of the status of calculus reform as of 1994. It also 

provides brief descriptions of six reform efforts. The Calculus Consortium Based at 

Harvard, Oregon State's project, St. Olaf's reform textbook and materials, Duke 

University's Project CALC, The Five Colleges Project, and Calculus & Mathe-

matica (C&M), developed at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The 

report also lists all the projects supported by NSF grants. Several evaluations of 

projects other than the Consortium are of interest. Bookmjin [7] evaluated Project 

CALC and concluded (page 20) that the results "indicate that the students in PC 

(Project CALC) are learning more about how math is used than their counterparts 

in the TR (Traditional) course. This is also indicated by the results of the problem 

solving tests and attitude instnmient." Park [21] intensively studied the experi

ence of 26 C&M and 42 traditional students at the University of Illinois during the 

spring semester of 1992 to evaluate three aspects of the project: 

1. The students performance in the course 

2. Their activities in computer lab 

3. The C&M course itself 

She found improved conceptual understanding and a more positive attitude in the 

C&M students and concluded that the benefits of the new course were enough to 

offset the disadvantages, which included the time necessary to learn the computer 
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program and the student's subsequent dependence on it. The number of students 

was relatively small, however, and some of the improvement may have been due to 

the novelty of the new material, the intensive use of computers, and the attention 

of the instructors, who developed the course, (Park, page 166). 

2.2.2 Evaluations of the Consortium Material 

Rublein [23] claims that by 1995, the Consortium textbook was the largest 

selling calculus book in the country. A number of evaluations of this material have 

been completed. Perm [22] compared test scores in Calculus I at the United States 

Naval Academy, where 7 out of 43 sections used the Consortium material. He 

concluded that "the students who took the reformed calculus sessions did better 

overall than the students who took the regular calculus course. There appears 

to be better results on the graphically oriented problems with little or no loss on 

the more computational questions" (page 7). The next year, all the Midshipmen 

were taught using the Consortium book. Dr Penn has continued to follow grades, 

but the Naval Academy has fewer students than the University of Arizona, and a 

far different student population. Johnson studied the implementation of "Harvard 

Calculus" at the University of Oklahoma [16] and concluded that Consortium stu

dents make better grades in calculus than traditional students but do not seem to 

do as well in subsequent mathematics courses. Other, smaller studies have been 

done at a wide variety of schools, often reported as "Site Reports" in the Con

sortium Newsletter Focus on Calculus. San Francisco State University, Brigham 

Young, Shoreline Community College, University of Southern Alabama, and Pima 

Community College are typical subjects of these reports. Most conclude that the 

Consortium materials are an improvement, though little tracking into subsequent 

calculus-dependent client courses has been reported. 
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The materials have not been without critics. The chief complaints are lack of 

mathematical rigor, and lack of emphasis on manual computation. According to 

Cunningham [8], 

"On the other hand the words 'proof and 'rigor' are noticeably 

absent ... and one of this text's chief defects is that compared to some 

other texts calctilus is not built up as a theoretical body of knowledge, 

but rather as an orderly collection of rules and techniques needed to 

solve a wide range of problems." 

He also criticizes the use of informal justifications as "fairly effective pseudo-

proofs." Andrews attributed the educational problems in undergraduate math

ematics to lack of student effort [2], claiming that new textbooks could only have 

a marginal impact. 
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Chapter 3 BACKGROUND 

3.1 The Introduction of Consortium Calculus 

This study is based on data collected from and about students at the Univer

sity of Arizona, one of the initial members of the Calculus Consortiimi Based at 

Harvard University. The Consortium was formed in 1989, and began the process 

of constructing a new calculus course from the ground up. Their methodology 

is descibed imn Hughes-Hallett and Gleason, [12]. According to the authors, no 

topic was included unless there was solid justification for it. Client disciplines were 

consTilted to ensure that their needs would be met by the new course. By the fall 

semester of academic year 1990-91 there was a draft version of the textbook, and 

Xerox copies of it were used at the University of Arizona to teach seven sections 

of the first semester three-credit Calculus I course (MATH-125A). Volunteers, in

cluding some of the authors of the material, taught these sections. The rest of 

the sections were taught with the traditional textbook by Howard Anton [4]. The 

Spring 1991 semester courses were MATH-125B for Consortium students, two sec

tions out of twenty-three, and MATH-126B for those using Anton. In the fall of 

1991, the Consortium book was used in all seven sections of MATH-125 and eight 

out of twenty-six sections of the five-credit version of the course, MATH-124. For 

the first time some of these classes were taught by volunteer graduate students and 

adjunct faculty. The other sections used Anton and were designated MATH-126A 

after the semester began, thus the students did not know which text they would 

use when they registered. In the spring semester of academic year 1991-1992, nine 

out of twenty-two sections of second semester calculus were Consortium. By the 

fall of 1992, the preliminary edition had been published [14] and it was used in all 

eight sections of the three credit course, and in sixteen out of twenty-four sections 
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Table 3.1, Number of Sections of Calculus Courses by Semester 

Course Text Credits F 91 Spr 92 Sum 92 F 92 Spr 93 

MATH-124 Cons 5 8 5 - 16 13 
MATH-126A Anton 5 18 8 3 8 2 
MATH-125A Cons 3 7 3 3 8 2 

MATH-125B Cons 3 17 9 2 7 15 
MATH-126B Anton 3 - 13 3 11 11 

MATH-124, 125A, and 126A were first semester courses; 125B and 126B were 
second semester courses. 

of the five-credit course. The following spring, fifteen out of twenty-six second 

semester calculus sections were Consortimn and by academic year year 1993-1994 

.Ajiton had been phased out and all first year calculus was taught with Consortium 

materials. Thus traditional and Consortium classes ran at the same time for about 

two years at the University of Arizona, and the students from these classes are the 

basis for the present study. The number of sections of each course offered is shown 

in table 3.1. Three-credit courses met three hours a week, and five-credit courses 

five hours a week. 

The Department of Mathematics kept records of grades for both traditional and 

consortium calculus students, and of their performance in subsequent mathematics 

courses. The department did not study students' performance in calculus-based 

client courses. 

3.2 The Consortium Textbook and Course 

The major part of this study concerned those students who had used the pre

liminary edition [14] of the text book, in which the authors first formulated their 

approach to teaching calculus. The outline and philosophy remained essentially 
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the same for subsequent editions. The Calculus Consortium undertook to write 

a textbook using what they called the "Rule of Three." The introduction to the 

textbook [15] states, 

"Two principles guided our efforts. The first is our prescription for 

restoring the mathematical content to calculus: 

The Rule of Three: Every topic should be presented geometrically, 

numerically and algebraically. 

We continually encourage students to think about the geometrical 

and numerical meanings of what they are doing The second prin

ciple, inspired by Archimedes, is our prescription for restoring practical 

understanding: 

The Way of Archimedes: Formal definitions and procedures evolve 

from the investigations of practical problems." 

The Consortium textbook starts with a chapter entitled, "A Library of Func

tions," which contains all the elementary functions used in the book. Although 

this material is often covered in courses prior to calculus, it serves the dual pur

pose in this textbook of review and of introducing the application of the book's 

triple approach. The derivative is then presented conceptually as an instantaneous 

rate of change in Chapter Two. The numerical and graphical approaches predom

inate here, as differentiation niles are delayed until the fourth chapter. Limits are 

introduced via the concept of instantaneous velocity, a formal definition is omitted. 

The definite integral is presented in Chapter Three in much the same fashion, 

numerically and graphically to give students practical understanding of the defi

nite integral as the limit of areas of approximating rectangles and the ability to 

approximate it numerically. The chapter ends with the Fundamental Theorem of 
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the Calculus, which is presented in words as, "The definite integral of a rate gives 

total change." 

Two chapters follow on the computation and use of the derivative. The me

chanical rules for polynomials, exponentials, products, and quotients are developed 

informally, and the chain rule is presented. Implicit diflferentiation is presented and 

used to find tangent lines to circles. The derivative is then used to find extrema, 

and the concepts developed are used in optimization problems in economics, ge

ometry, and physics. 

Chapter Six, entitled "Reconstructing a Fimction from its Derivative," provides 

coverage of some of the standard techniques for computing indefinite integrals. 

Notably missing is the method of partial fractions. The following chapter applies 

the computation techniques to problems in physics (finding total mass from density, 

work), geometry (volumes of curved figures), and economics (future value). 

The last two chapters provide an introduction to difierential equations and to 

the approximating series of Taylor and Fourier. Differential equations are presented 

via the concept of slope field, making use of the graphing calculator to display 

them. The emphasis is on concepts and qualitative solutions. Series are like\vise 

presented graphically, ntunericaUy, and by formula, and a discussion of error terms 

finishes the chapter and the book. 

The first semester course generally ends with the first two sections of Chapter 

Six, and the second semester completes the material in the rest of the book, al

though some applications of the definite integral are often omitted as are Fourier 

Series. 
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The traditional courses (MATH-126A and MATH-126B) used the textbook by 

Howard Anton [4]. It was designed, according to the preface, for "a standard 

three semester calculus course ... with a level of rigor suitable for the mainstream 

calculus audience." It begins with a chapter on "Co-Ordinates, Graphs, and Lines" 

which is structured around definitions, theorems, and proofs. This chapter reviews 

sets, the real line, and various properties of the real number field. It also provides 

some review of pre-calculus material on lines and co-ordinates. The definition-

theorem-proof-example pattern is maintained throughout the book. The second 

chapter is a review of the notion of function and an introduction to calculus, which 

constitutes a description of the two main problems associated with the subject, 

calculation of slopes and calculation of areas. Limits are covered in three sections: 

1. An intuitive discussion of limits 

2. Methods for computation of limits 

3. A precise mathematical definition using epsilons and deltas 

Chapter Three covers difierentiation. The difference quotient definition is pre

sented, and then used to derive a list of computational methods for differentiating 

elementary functions. Implicit differentiation is covered and used to extend the 

list of functions which can be differentiated. The next chapter (Four) presents 

the usual applications of the derivative-related rates, extrema (with applications 

to geometry and economics), and graphing. Both Rolle's Theorem and the Mean 

Value Theorem are covered at the end of the chapter. 

Chapter Five introduces the integral by recalling the area problem, and then 

showing that its solution can be sought via anti-differentiation, essentially a proof 

of the Fundamental Theorem of the Calculus, though it is not so named. Anti-

derivatives for polynomials and the u-substitution method are presented. The 
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next subject is an application to velocity, followed by sigma notation and the 

formal presentation of the definite integral as the limit of Riemann simis. The 

Fundamental Theorem is then given in considerable detail. Chapter Six covers 

applications of the integral, areas, volumes, surface areas, work, and force. The 

following chapter presents the logarithm as 

and goes on to derive the properties of this fimction, its inverse e^, the power func

tions, and the hyperbolic functions. A brief introduction to differential equations 

ends this chapter. Chapter Eight covers differentiation of inverse hyperbolic and 

trigonometric functions and the integral formulas obtained from them. The next 

chapter finishes the presentation of the standard techniques of integration, and 

Chapter Ten presents improper integrals and L'Hopital's rule; it is followed by a 

chapter (Eleven) on infinite series, convergence tests for them, and Taylor series. 

The first semester course (MATH-126A) usually finished the first six chapters, 

and the second (MATH-126B) covered chapters Seven through Eleven. The third 

semester of calculus (MATH-223) did not use this textbook. 

The above descriptions show the differences between the two textbooks clearly. 

Anton covers more methods of computation, and more of the underlying theoret

ical concepts than does the Consortium text. The consortium text aims to build 

student understanding by multiple approaches and informal justifications. 
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Chapter 4 METHODS 

4.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to determine what differences exist between stu

dents who took traditional calculus and those who took Consortiimi, with emphasis 

on their performance in calculus-dependent client disciplines. 

Three complementary methods were used: 

• The first course actually requiring the use of calculus was identified by client 

departments. Complete grade information for these courses and for the math

ematics courses was supplied by the registrar's office. A statistical compari

son of the grades obtained in these courses was conducted using t-tests for all 

students who took calculus in Academic Years 91-92 and 92-93. The com

pilation of the data analyzed was done via UNIX [17] computer programs, 

and the statistical calculations by the EXCEL[19] spreadsheet program. 

• There were approximately 1300 students in the May, 1995 graduating classes 

of the client departments. They had taken calculus during the transition 

period. Forty-five of them agreed to take part in a survey (for which they 

were paid $5.00) to determine if one form of calculus instruction was better 

received. This portion of the study was limited to one year because of limited 

resources, but has the advantage that all subjects took their calculus at the 

same time. 

• Fourteen students were selected from the above forty-five, representing a 

mix of traditional students and Consortium students. They were requested to 

participate in a more detailed interview, and take a quiz, for which they were 
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paid an additional $15.00. The interviews probed the students' knowledge 

of one-variable calculus, and were analyzed in part using concept maps[13]. 

4.2 The Grade Comparison 

The grade comparison portion of this project was conducted in conjimction 

with work supported by National Science Foundation Grant #NSF-DMS-9412873. 

The purpose of the grade comparison was to determine if there were differences 

in students' performance in client subjects based on whether the student took 

traditional or Consortium calculus. The first course in client departments actually 

requiring the use of calculus was identified by the department concerned. The 

departments queried were: 

1. .A.erospace and Mechanical Engineering (AME) 

2. .\griculture and Biosystems Engineering (ABE) 

3. Astronomy (ASTR) 

4. -Atmospheric Science (ATM) 

5. Chemical and Environmental Engineering (CHE) 

6. Chemistry (CH) 

7. Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics (CE/EM) 

8. Computer Science (CSC) 

9. Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (EEB) 

10. Economics (ECON) 
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11. Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) 

12. Mathematics (MATH) 

13. Nuclear and Energy Engineering (NEE) 

14. Physics (PHYS) 

The grade records for all students in these and all mathematics courses for academic 

years 1991 through the first semester of 1995 were obtained from the registrar's 

office. The data included gender and ethnicity so that comparisons could be done 

for differing groups. Based on the number of records available, the following courses 

were selected for further study: 

1. AME-250 Dynamics 

2. CE-214 Statics 

3. CHE-202 Introductory Engineering Analysis 

4. CSC-227 Program Design and Development 

5. ECE-220A Basic Circuits 

6. ECON-210 Survey of Economic Theorv' 

7. MATH-223 Multivariable and Vector Calculus 

8. MATH-254 Differential Equations 

9. PHYS-110 Introductory Mechanics 

The grade data was then processed using UNIX. The UNIX programming envi

ronment is described by Kemigan and Pike [17] and is uniquely suited to stream 

editing of, and field selection from, large files. The programs, called shell scripts. 
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are in Appendix B, along with explanations of their construction. UNIX operat

ing systems are widely available in academic computing centers, and these scripts, 

properly altered to take account of the differences in input file data structures, can 

be used for a wide variety of comparison studies of this sort. 

Once the comparison files had been prepared, the data was loaded into Excel 

[19] worksheets and standard t and z tests were used to make the comparisons. 

The details are in Chapter Seven and Appendix B. 

4.3 The Attitude Survey 

Letters inviting participation in this project were sent to seniors expected to 

graduate in May 1995. Forty-five responded and each was given a short Likert 

Scale survey for which they were paid $5.00. This survey was developed from 

similar surveys used at other schools, especially the University of Michigan at Ann 

Arbor. Since there was not time to nm a pilot of the survey before many subjects 

graduated in May 1995, its usefulness is limited. The survey instrument is in 

.\ppendix C. 

4.4 Concept Maps 

The education theory which underlies the retention part of this project is de

rived from the work of David P. Ausubel [6], who developed a set of conditions 

necessary for meaningful reception learning. Ausubel stresses that the single most 

important factor in the production of meaningful learning is the content and struc

ture of what is already in the student's mind. Novak and Gowin [13] have developed 

the idea of a concept map to represent human knowledge in a particular subject 

area. Concept maps reflect the structure of knowledge. They consist of nodes 
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representing concepts, regularities of events or objects to which names are given, 

and connecting lines which represent relationships between such regularities. They 

resemble flow charts, or organizational diagrams, and are consistent with the com

puter derived information processing model of human memory [24]. Novak claims 

that the construction of such concept maps enables teachers to determine what and 

how to teach new material meaningfully in the Ausubelian sense. More important 

for this study he describes how such a map can be evaluated. Appendix D, taken 

from Novak and Gowin's book [13], describes the scoring scheme. 

4.5 Measuring Retention 

Fourteen students who had taken the attitude survey were invited to partic

ipate in the interview, for which they were paid $15.00. They were selected to 

include a mix of Consortium and traditional students, and both men and women. 

Each student interviewed also took a short written quiz on basic calculus concepts. 

The interview protocol and written test are in Appendices E and F. Part of the 

interview required the subject to draw a concept map. The interviews were tran

scribed, and concepts and relations revealed by analysis of the subjects' answers 

to the other questions in the interview were used to construct concept maps which 

reflects the knowledge of calculus concepts presented in the interview as a whole. 

They then were compared using the concept map evaluation scheme, as described 

in Appendix D. 

4.6 Limitations 

The methodology which was used in this project has the following limitations: 
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1. Despite the large aumber of grade records, there were very few students in 

many of the client courses studied. 

2. The response to the attitude survey was very small (45 out of nearly 1300). 

The attitude survey itself was not well tested, due to the limited time avail

able before many of the subjects graduated. 

3. The concept maps are largely subjective for each interview, and may uot 

truly reflect the subject's knowledge. 
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Chapter 5 RESULTS CONCERNING 
LEARNING 

5.1 The Subjects 

Of the fourteen students interviewed in depth, six had taken the traditional 

course using Anton [4] and eight had taken the course using the Consortium ma

terials. Majors varied from those using extensive mathematics like Chemical En

gineering to those using little like Biology and Ecology. The differences between 

these two groups will be noted. The subjects are identified in Table 5.1 by course 

(C = Consortium; T = Traditional) and by gender. Number of courses indicates 

the number of calculus-dependent courses that the student had taken as of the 

time of the interview. Four of the Consortium and two of the traditional subjects 

were in majors requiring little use of calculus. 

Ten of the fourteen reported taking calculus in High School. Six had no com

ment about their High School course, two more said they learned very little, and 

two claimed that their previous exposure to calculus had been beneficial. The 

students with previous exposure were, with only two exceptions, those in majors 

requiring extensive use of mathematics, who tended to remember more, and do 

better in drawing concept maps and doing problems. One subject (CF2) took only 

the second semester of calculus at the University of Arizona, and one (TM2) only 

took the first semester in summer session, finishing the second semester back in 

his high school during his senior year there. 



Table 5.1, Interview Subjects 

Subject Major Number of Courses^ HS Calculus 

CFl Math 9 Yes 
CF2 Chem Engr. 6 Yes 
CF3 Ecology 2 Yes 
CF4 Chem Engr. 6 Yes 
CMl Ecology 1 No 
CM2 Ecology 2 No 
CM3 Economics 6 Yes 
CM4 Ecology 2 Yes 
TFl Biology 1 No 
TF2 Biology 1 No 
TF3 Math 7 Yes 
TMl Chem Engr 7 Yes 
TM2 Atmos. Sci. 6 Yes 
TM3 Nuclear Engr. 6 Yes 

Course: C = Consortium; T = Traditional 
Gender: F = Female; M = Male 

^ Calculus-dependent 
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Not surprisingly, most of the subjects remembered that the two courses involved 

differentiation and integration. Those with a traditional background, tended to 

remember algorithms, the chain rule being a particular favorite, along with inte

gration by parts. TM3 was intrigued by the series 1, ... and TF3 stated 

that she recalled with pleasure, 

" ... that we didn't have to use the definition of the derivative to 

calculate the derivative ... and that it was fairly easy ... that was the 

best memory of calculus." 

The consortium students tended to remember applications, especially the instruc

tion in the use of the graphing calculator, and its use in calculating slopes. One 

remembered an oven heating problem and the use of calculus to find the volumes 

of curved solids. CM4 also recalled, 

" ... the relationship between the rate of change and the cumulation." 

The same pattern appeared among those whose majors required significant 

mathematics and those whose majors did not. TF3 quoted above was a mathe

matics major, and CM4 an Ecology and Evolutionary Biology major. For both 

courses and for both kinds of majors, little was recalled of the difference quotient, 

though TF3, a mathematics major, had it in an appropriate place on her concept 

map and wrote out the correct formula for it. 

5.3 Derivatives and Integrals 

All but one subject remembered that slopes and derivatives were related. Those 

with mathematics-based majors generally gave fairly adequate descriptions of the 
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derivative, and CFl gave the limit definition in fiill detail. Majors in all subjects 

tended to use polynomials as examples of calculations; perhaps it really is true that 

calculus is a subject wherein the average student leams to transform 7? into 2x in 

a very elaborate manner. Practical uses of derivatives which were given depended 

very much on the subject's major. Ecology ajid Evolutionary Biology (EEB) and 

Biology majors all mentioned population studies. The Chemical Engineering major 

mentioned Gibb's Free Energy. 

Every traditional student used polsmomial examples, only the Consortium sub

jects mentioned other fimctions in connection with derivatives. The Consortium 

students were also more likely to tie the derivative to a rate of change, the tra

ditional students used slope. Consortium students also had a more intuitive ap

proach. CM4 said, 

"The way these ... work is by looking at the instantaneous rate of 

change, which sort of takes snapshots ... you break it down into smaller 

and smaller of these sorts of bands of time or volume ... looking at it 

as it is changing from one instant to the next ... with almost no change 

and ... it's the limit as its change approaches zero." 

Most students also mentioned examples of the use of the derivative in physics, 

especially motion problems. 

In discussing integrals, almost all subjects recalled that differentiation and inte

gration were inverse processes. Again, polynomials were the most popular functions 

to be employed as examples, but one traditional student indicated that sines and 

cosines could also be integrated. Technical majors, those studying subjects which 

require substantial mathematics, all knew the integral as an area, only half the 

non-technical majors did and three of the biology majors and half the technical 

majors remembered the idea, if not the formal name of, the Riemann Sum. CM2 

(EEB) produced a description of it as follows: 
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"... what you do is make up a series of blocks that estimate the space 

underneath the function ... and what you do is as these blocks get 

smaller and smaller, as n or whatever represents the number of the 

blocks goes to infinity you approach the actual area." 

The uses of the integral, as with the derivative depended mostly on the subject's 

major, with biologists using population and engineers using hydraulic pressure 

and motion problems. The difference between definite integration and antidiffer-

entiation was very vague except for one mathematics major, CFl, who might be 

expected to have learned it well in subsequent courses. 

5.4 Concept Maps 

The final section of the oral interview (see the protocol in Appendix E) re

quired the subjects to assemble a concept map from words provided to them. The 

instructions were, "I will give you a number of words written on slips of paper. 

Please arrange them in the way you think is most appropriate for the relationships 

the concepts have with each other. Use scotch tape and draw lines to show the 

connections." To evaluate these maps, they were annotated with concepts and 

relationships derived from the interviews, and then scored using the scoring model 

from Gowin and Novack [13]. The overall mean of these scores was 55.4, with a 

median of 57. They ranged from 24 to 81 with a standard deviation of 16.9. There 

was not a large difference between the means for Consortium and traditional stu

dents (57.7 Consortium versus 52 for Traditional) but the Consortium students did 

score a bit higher. AU three of the highest scoring maps were drawn by consortium 

students. As expected, map score was best indicated by major, but two of the 

consortium students whose maps scored above the median were biology majors. 

Appendix D contains the scoring scheme, and two examples of maps produced by 
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subjects of this study, the high-scoring map produced by CFl, and the low-scoring 

map produced by CF3. 

5.5 The Written Quiz 

At the end of the oral interview, the subjects were asked to complete a six 

question quiz, which was intended to determine how much they remembered about 

the algorithmic manipulations normally taught in elementary calculus. This was 

specifically directed at the criticism of the consortium materials which claim that 

Consortium students are weaker in manipulative skills than those taught tradi

tionally. The mean score for all subjects was 56, the median 64.5, with a standard 

deviation of 27.6. The maximum possible was 90. Scores ranged from 10 (TF-2, a 

general biology major) to 89 (CM-4, an ecology major). Again, Consortium stu

dents scored a bit higher (60.8 to 49.7). The two highest scores were Consortium 

and five Consortium students scored above the median. The scores were highly 

correlated with major, every technical major scored above every non-technical ma

jor. 

5.6 Summary 

The scores on the written quiz and those assigned by scoring the concept maps 

are in Appendix G. It is interesting but probably an artifact of the small sample 

size that the highest scores on both map and quiz were obtained by Consortium 

students. What is apparent is that because of the small sample size, the results 

are not statistically significant. Evidence of differences between Traditional and 

Consortium students may lie elsewhere; we now turn to the affective responses of 

the students involved in this study. 
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Chapter 6 RESULTS CONCERNING 
ATTITUDES 

6.1 Interviews 

At the end of the interview, the subjects of the detailed interviews were asked. 

"Were you aware that two different methods of Calculus Instruction were being 

used. If so, and you were to take calculus over, which method do you think you 

would prefer?" All of them were aware that two different courses were offered, and 

all but one expressed a preference. Most preferred the course they knew, some 

fairly strongly. CF2 had used Anton in High School, and was able to compare 

them directly. Her comment was one of the most positive. 

"I definitely prefer Consortium. In High School I had Anton, and 

we got calculators and ... You know, I learned stuff, but it was just 

stuff. Consortiimi Calculus was my favorite class at the U. I loved it 

... I would recommend it to anyone who wanted to learn how to do 

calculus." 

CM4 expressed the conflicting views of Traditional and Consortium in the fol

lowing terms. 

" I guess in the scientific community you call it the 'touchie-feelie' ver

sion of math ... But it's where you're spending more effort on under

standing how, understanding why things are the way they work, why 

they work and how you can use them. ... no spending so much time 

on nailing down the formulas ... I think in the long run more people 

aire going to benefit from having the feeling about how it works." 
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Of course, the traditional textbook had its strong supporters also, such as TM2. 

below, 

"I'm very strong on the Anton book. I don't think they use it any more, 

but I really believe that Anton was a book which very, very clearly and 

cleanly explained the calculus." 

TM3 referred to it as "a bible", usefiil for reference after the course was over. 

One Consortium student selected Anton, basing his dislike of the consortium 

on the lack of problem-solving, and the fact that he found the book confusing. 

One traditional student, TF3, opted for the Consortium, in order to get a deeper 

and more pictorial understanding of the calculus. 

A common complaint about the consortium materials was the poor quality of 

the initial preliminary editions, without student answer keys and without an index. 

Another repeated theme in the fourteen interviews was interest in the quality of 

the instruction received. Those students, whether consortium or traditional, who 

believed they had poor teachers at some stage mentioned the fact. In addition, the 

consortium students seemed more enthusiastic about the teachers they had, than 

about the materials. 

6.2 The Survey Results 

The results of the survey were checked against university records to ensure that 

students were correctly identified by course taken. Three of the 45 responses were 

discarded because there was no record of their taking one of the courses involved 

in the study at this university. Of the rest (42), thirteen were Consortimn and the 

rest Anton. 

The statistical package MINITAB [20] was used to check for differences. One 
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question out of 32, number 12^ showed a difference statistically significant at the 

5% level^. This is exactly what would be expected if the differences were random. 

Five differences out of one hundred experiments is close to one out of thirty two. 

6.3 Summary 

Once again, no differences appear which are great enough to overcome a rel

atively small sample size. We now turn to the heart of this study, in which all 

student grades from the time period examined were available. In this portion we 

look for differences in performance in subsequent course work. 

^My calculus class covered too much, too fast. 

= 2.45: C = 3.077; S = .63; p = .02; ttest 22 DF 
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Chapter 7 GRADES AND RETENTION 

7.1 Introduction 

The purpose of these comparisons was to see if there were significant differ

ences between consortium and traditional students in subsequent calculus depen

dent courses. Two general measures were selected, grades and retention. The 

exact measures are defined carefully below. Files used for this section included all 

available from the registrar's office for the courses used in the study from academic 

years 1990 through 1995. 

Despite the size of the raw data files, and the numbers of courses available at this 

University, a problem quickly emerged. For very many courses, insufficient student 

records were available for statistical testing. Many students take their prerequisite 

calculus elsewhere, and some students ignore the prerequisites for certain client 

courses. Grades could not be aggregated across years because of differences in 

course content and in grade averages. This restricted the study to those courses 

required of a large number of students. Therefore, due to the relatively sparse 

data, only the following courses were analyzed in detail. 

1. Math-223 This is the third semester of calculus, commonly taken the semester 

after Calculus II. It covers the elements of multivariable calculus and vector 

calculus, including divergence, curl and Stokes' Theorem. It requires two 

semesters of calculus as prerequisites. 

2. Math-254 This is a first course in Ordinary Differential Equations, normally 

taken by technical majors in their sophomore year. It covers solution meth

ods for ordinary differential equations including matrix methods for systems 

of linear equations and series solutions. Prerequisites are two semesters of 
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calculus. 

3. Physics-110 This is the first course in Introductory Mechanics and covers vec

tor concepts, kinematics, statics and dynamics for point masses and particle 

systems, rigid bodies, conservations laws of energy momentum and angular 

momentum. It is normally taken in the sophomore yeax. Two semesters of 

calculus are required prerequisites, but the second can be taken concurrently. 

4. Civil Engineering 214, Statics. This course covers equivalent force systems, 

equilibrium, geometric properties of areas and solids, friction, virtual work 

and potential energy. Two semesters of calculus are required prerequisites, 

as is Physics 110, and this course is normally taken the second semester of 

the sophomore year by most engineering students. 

Even with these courses, no evidence was found indicating one sort of calculus 

was vastly superior to the other. 

7.2 Methodology 

The grade comparison started with the large (up to .7 megabyte) files of grade 

data supplied by the Registrar's Office. These files contained one line for each 

student in each course attempted. A sample with a description of each field is 

in Appendix B. These files were processed to remove spaces, which require special 

handling in the Kom shell of UNIX, and to use an asterisk (*) as the field separator. 

Next preliminary files were created, one containing the data for each course. These 

were then compared to create output files, with an entry field for students who 

received "A" in the math course and subsequently received "A" in the specific 

client course, students who received "A" in the mathematics course and then "B" 
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in the client course and so forth. The UNIX scripts (programs) and samples of the 

files used are in Appendix B with all file fields identified. 

Once the output files were compiled, the data was entered into Excel workbooks, 

and the following comparisons made: 

1. Grade Point Average for client course students (GPA) This is calculated 

by weighting "A" grades by 4, "B" by 3, "C" by 2, leaving "D" weighted 

by I, and dividing by the number of students taking the course. Students 

withdrawing were not included. Since this is an average, the t-test is used, 

with a = .05 

2. Cumulative Point Average (CP.\) This was calculated with the same weight

ings as for GPA but grades of W, withdrawn, were included with weight zero. 

The t-test was used as above. 

3. Retention (RET) The ratio of the nimiber of students who attempted the 

client course to the number of students who passed the applicable mathe

matics course. Since this is a proportion the z-test was used with a = .05 

Retention was calculated both for those students who took the course at the 

normal time (TOT) and for those who eventually took the course (EVN). 

More comparisons were actually made than were used, first to support the 

NSF grant of which this paper reports only a portion, and secondly to see if 

interesting results were revealed by searching part of the grades. The results of 

other comparisons were consistent with the results reported in this paper, and 

complete details are to be found in the report of the NSF project #NSF-DMS-

941288873. 
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7.3 Detailed Results 

For ^1^^X11-223, Vector Calculus, data runs were made for all students, female 

students, and minority students. Only comparisons for all students were made 

in the case of the other courses, because there were so few female and minority 

students. For Fall 1991, no comparisons were made for second semester calculus, 

because no consortium second semester calculus was offered then and for Spring 

1993, no comparisons were made for Calculus I. 

7.3.1 MATH-223 

Table 7.1 and 7.2 show the results of the statistical tests for MATH-223. The 

table shows a pattern that was repeated in most of the other analyses. Most 

differences (27 out of 36) are not statistically significant at the a = .05 level. Most 

of those that are (8 out of 9) show consortium calculus out-performing traditional. 

For all tests run, consortium outscored traditional (21 out of 36 with one tie.) It 

would appear that the Consortium material produces slightly better results, but 

the evidence is certainly not compelling. 

Only the statistically significant results for female students are given in Table 

7.3. The comparisons for female students in MATH-223 show consortium stu

dents outperforming traditional students in all the cases where the differences are 

significant, but there are only four such out of 36. 

No statistically significant results were obtained from the MATH-223 runs with 

minority student data. 
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7.3.2 MATH-254 

The statistically significant results for MATH-254 are given in Table 7.4. The 

results reverse the usual pattern, here there are more significant differences where 

traditional students outperform consortium. But two grade and two retention 

comparisons are the other way, so again, the evidence for superiority of one calculus 

over the other is not strong. 

7.3.3 Physics-110 

The statistically significant results for Physics 110 are given in Table 7.5. The 

results are again mixed with a total of twelve out of thirty-six differences significant, 

three with traditional better, nine with consortium. 

7.3.4 Chemical Engineering 214 

The statistically significant results for Chemical Engineering 214 are given in 

Table 7.6. There are fewer students, but the results are much the same, 11 signif

icant differences, nine of them favoring the consortium. 

7.4 Summary 

There is a pattern of measures where consortium students out-performed tra

ditional students, but the effect is not strong. Close inspection of the patterns in 

the grade comparison lead to explanations of these differences in ways not directly 

associated with the text used. The increased retention in the first years of the 

consortiimi can be explained by the effects of volunteer teachers on the consortium 
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classes, some were authors of the text. This "teaching spike" fades, there are fewer 

significant differences in the Spring of 1993. Some of these results are probably-

due to the enthusiasm of the consortium teachers during the period studied. Fe

male grade differences were a little more sustained, but this also is probably not 

attributable entirely to the text. Study of grades over a longer period might reveal 

a longer term advantage for female consortium students. 

A secondary cause is probably the fact that mathematics grades were higher 

(significantly) for the consortiimi than for the traditional classes during the period 

covered by this study. Two explanations are possible, that the grading was easier 

or that the students learned more (or some complex combination of both). This 

may contribute to the slightly better subsequent performance through increased 

motivation and confidence. Note that subsequent grades did not show that the 

Consortium students were less prepared than traditional students. It would be 

hard to attribute either the improved mathematics grades or the improved client 

course results entirely to the materials used. 

Over the period covered by this study Physics-110 average grades for all stu

dents declined slightly. This decline occured in all categories of students including 

those who had not taken their calculus at the University of Arizona, and hence 

is not attributable to the changes made in calculus instruction at the University. 

Even with this decline, consortium results were better than traditional results for 

most of the differences, whether statistically significant or not. 



Table 7.1, Results for All MATH-223 Students, Academic Year 1991-92 

Semester Calculus Measure n(Students) Trad Cons Sig 

FaU91 I GPA 168 (TOT) 2.30 2.15 No 
FaU91 I CPA 180 (TOT) 2.11 2.07 No 
FaU91 I RET 180 (TOT) 18% 31% Yes 
FaU 91 I GPA 281 (EVN) 2.30 2.17 No 
FaU 91 I CPA 304 (EVN) 2.03 2.09 No 
FaU 91 I RET 304 (EVN) 31% 43% Yes 

Spr 92 I GPA 72 (TOT) 2.37 2.39 No 
Spr 92 I CPA 86 (TOT) 2.12 1.65 No 
Spr 92 I RET 86 (TOT) 19% 15% No 
Spr 92 I GPA 122 (EVN) 2.17 1.95 No 
Spr 92 I CPA 145 (EVN) 1.89 1.54 No 
Spr 92 I RET 145 (EVN) 33% 27% No 
Spr 92 II GPA 253 (TOT) 2.29 2.50 No 
Spr 92 II CPA 272 (TOT) 2.05 2.39 Yes 
Spr 92 II RET 272 (TOT) 31% 55% Yes 
Spr 92 II GPA 461 (EVN) 2.34 2.45 No 
Spr 92 II CPA 489 (EVN) 2.08 2.36 Yes 
Spr 92 II RET 489 (EVN) 48% 69% Yes 

GPA: Grade Point Average 
CPA: Cumulative Point Average 
RET: Retention 
TOT: Took on Time 
EVN: Took Eventually 
Semester listed is semester that calculus was taken. 
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Table 7.2, Results for All MATH-223 Students, Academic Year 1992-93 

Semester Calculus Measure a(Students) Trad Cons Sig 

Fall 92 I GPA 178 (TOT) 2.62 2.74 No 
FaU92 I CPA 190 (TOT) 2.35 2.66 No 
FaU92 I RET 190 (TOT) 23% 20% No 
FaU92 I GPA 265 (EVN) 2.23 2.59 Yes 
FaU92 I CPA 290 (EVN) 1-98 2.43 Yes 
FaU92 I RET 290 (EVN) 37% 31% Yes 
Fall 92 n GPA 155 (TOT) 2.76 2.62 No 
FaU92 n CPA 178 (TOT) 2.44 2.20 No 
Fall 92 n RET 178 (TOT) 37% 39% No 
Fall 92 H GPA 236 (EVN) 2.55 2.37 No 
FaU92 II CPA 270 (EVN) 2.24 2.05 No 
FaU92 II RET 270 (EVN) 59% 64% No 

Spr 93 II GPA 267 (TOT) 2.52 2.65 No 
Spr 93 II CPA 280 (TOT) 2.27 2.48 No 
Spr 93 II RET 280 (TOT) 41% 41% No 
Spr 93 II GPA 392 (EVN) 2.34 2.51 No 
Spr 93 II CPA 424 (E\^i 2.07 2.29 No j 
Spr 93 II RET 424 (E\'TS') 55% 57% No 

GPA: Grade Point Average 
CPA: Cumulative Point Average 
RET: Retention 
TOT: Took on Time 
EVN: Took Eventually 
Semester listed is semester that calculus was taken. 

Table 7.3, Significant Restilts for Female MATH-223 Students 

Semester Calculus Measure n(Students) Trad | Cons 
Spr 92 II CPA 96 (TOT) 1.84 2.47 
Spr 92 II CPA 98 (EVN) 1.85 2.43 
Spr 93 II RET 96 (TOT) 34% 55% 
Spr 93 II RET 98 (EVN) 35% 58% . . . r 



Table 7.4, Significant Results for MATH-254 Students 

Semester Calculus Measure n(Students) Trad Cons 

Spr 92 II CPA 171 (TOT) 2.85 3.10 
Spr 92 I RET 45 (TOT) 12% 4% 
Spr 92 II RET 45 (TOT) 23% 30% 
Spr 92 I RET 45 (EVN) 25% 6% 
Spr 92 II RET 239 (EVN) 32% 42% 
FaU92 II CPA 139 (TOT) 2.92 2.26 
Fall 92 II RET 139 (TOT) 23% 15% 
FaU92 II CPA 146 (EVN) 2.75 2.31 
Fall 92 I CPA 172 (EVN) 2.14 2.51 
FaU92 II CPA 157 (EVN) 2.54 2.02 

Table 7.5, Significant Results for Physics-110 Students 

Semester Calculus Measure n(Students) Trad Cons 

Spr 92 II CPA 243 (TOT) 2.43 2.75 
Spr 92 II CPA 246 (TOT) 2.35 2.64 
Spr 92 I RET 101 (TOT) 27% 15% 
Spr 92 II RET 246 (TOT) 35% 47% 
Spr 92 II CPA 264 (EVN) 2.37 2.73 
Spr 92 II CPA 269 (EVN) 2.27 2.63 
Spr 92 I RET 120 (EVN) 30% 19% 
Spr 92 II RET 269 (EVN) 39% 50% 
FaU92 I CPA 230 (EVN) 2.44 2.71 
Fall 92 I RET 242 (EVN) 32% 26% 
Spr 93 II RET 152 (TOT) 30% 39% 
Spr 93 II RET 171 (EVN) 33% 41% 



Table 7.6, Significant Results for CE-214 Students 

Semester Calculus Measure n(Students) Trad Cons 

Spr 92 II CPA 98 (TOT) 1.58 2.05 
Spr 92 II CPA 115 (TOT) 1.29 1.83 
Spr 92 I RET 56 (TOT) 15% 7% 
Spr 92 II CPA 118 (EVN) 1.47 2.00 
Spr 92 II CPA 138 (EVN) 1.23 1.75 
Spr 92 I RET 64 (EVN) 16% 9 % 
Spr 93 II CPA 102 (TOT) 1.33 1.84 
Spr 93 II CPA 118 (TOT) 1.14 1.59 
Spr 93 II RET 118 (TOT) 14% 19% 
Spr 93 II CPA 110 (EVN) 1.33 1.88 
Spr 93 II CPA 128 (EVN) 1.09 1.64 
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Chapter 8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study was designed to determine if there is clear evidence that one of 

the approaches to the teaching of calculus was superior to the other. It was 

structured around the actual change in calculus instruction that took place at 

the University of Arizona in Academic Years 1991 and 1992. Retained knowl

edge, attitude towards the courses, and performance and retention in subsequent 

calculus-dependent courses were studied to detect possible differences caused by 

the change in instruction. 

Differences in attitudes and retained knowledge were not large enough to be 

significant given the small numbers of students available for this study. The results 

of the more extensive comparisons of retention and grade averages indicated a 

slightly better performance by consortium students in client courses. However, the 

number of differences which are statistically significant is not large. The evidence 

for improved performance by consortium students is weak, however there is good 

evidence that consortium students are not more poorly prepared than are their 

peers in traditional courses. It is plausible that some of the detected differences 

are due to the more enthusiastic consortium teachers during the period studied. 

Further studies, with a larger time span of grade data, at more institutions, may 

uncover more evidence concerning the relative merits of the two methods of calculus 

instruction. It is clear that a semester or two provides insufficient data, even at a 

large institution like the University of Arizona. 

During the course of this study, it was found that a number of students do 

not take calculus prior to a client course for which it is a prerequisite. This con

tributed to the low numbers of students for the comparisons made. In addition, 

this discovery might be of interest to both the Mathematics and client depart

ments. Complaints that beginning science students know insufficient calculus are 
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sometimes heaxd; a computer search may reveal that some have never studied it. 

Modem computer technology makes enforcing prerequisites fairly easy. 

The process of mathematics education is complex enough that any change in 

a course, such as a new text book, seems unlikely to result in major differences. 

Consortium calculus was designed to overcome some perceived problems with tra

ditional approaches, and it certainly provides a base for creative and innovative 

teaching. However, the vehement supporters of either reform or traditional teach

ing methods, represented in the debate between Andrews and Mathews [3], [18] 

will find little support in this study. Improvements in teaching are incremental. 
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cc: Departmental/College Review Committee 
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APPENDIX B UNIX SHELL SCRIPTS 

B. 1 Introduction 

This appendix contains samples of the data files with fields identified completely 

and the shell scripts used to process them into input files for the Excel worksheets. 

The field separator throughout is an asterisk (*). A discussion of the Excel tests 

is also included. 

B.2 Data Files 

This is how the data appeared in the University-supplied files, which had names 

like d911 for data for academic year 1990-1991, Spring semester. 

911*601485634*U *S0 *EN*CVE *C E 214 001* *C *M* 

911*571750632*U »UNC*EN*in)S »C E 214 001* *0 *M* 

911*341131877*U »SR »EN*ENE »C E 214 001* *B *M* 

911*539116026»U *JR *EN*MSE *C E 214 001* *0 *M*0 

911*603017022*U *JR *EN*ELE »C E 214 001* *0 *M*X 

911*610172468*U *SR »EN*CHE *C E 214 001* *A *M*W 

911*855407952»U *JR »EN*MEE »C E 214 001* *A *F*W 

911»700866158*U •JR *A8*EC0N*C E 214 001* *A *M*W 

911*334447379*U *SR *AG*LAR *C E 214 001* *0 *M*W 

911*525662304*U *JR »EN*CVE *C E 214 001* *A *M*W 

The fields are as follows: 
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Field 1: Semester. The last two digits of the year are given (1991 = 91), then the 

semester (1 = Spring, 3 = Summer, 4 = Fall) 

Field 2: Social Security Account number, which is used at this University as a Student 

Identification Number. Those in the sample above have been changed to 

protect student privacy 

Field 3: Status (U = undergraduate, G = graduate) 

Field 4: Class Standing 

(a) Fr = Freshman 

(b) SO = Sophomore 

(c) JR = Junior 

(d) SR = Senior 

(e) UNC = Unclassified 

Field 5: College 

(a) EN = Engineering 

(b) AG = Agriculture 

(c) A = .-Vrts and Sciences, the number signifying which part of the College 

a student was in. The divisions are not important for this study. 

Field 6: Major 

Field 7: Course code, giving department, nmnber and section 

Field 8: Cross listed course code. Some courses are listed by two departments when 

they are closely related. For example the theoretical statistics course, STAT-

566, is also listed as MATH-066. 
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Field 9: Grade 

(a) A - Excellent 

(b) B - Good 

(c) C - Average 

(d) D - Poor 

(e) E - Failure 

(f) P - Passing, for Pass/Fail courses 

(g) F - Failure for Pass/Fail courses 

(h) S - Superior for Pass/Fail courses 

(i) I - Incomplete 

(j) K - In progress 

(k) W - Approved withdrawal 

(1) O - Audit 

Field 10: Gender, Male or Female 

Field II: Ethnicity 

(a) I - Native American 

(b) B - African American 

(c) H - Hispanic American 

(d) O - Oriental American 

(e) W - Caucasian 

They were initially processed using this shell script, to remove the blank spaces: 



0 1  

# This takes a data file in the format the registrar gave 

# it to us, makes the section for both the primary listing 

# (Field 7) and the co-listing (Field 8) a separate field. It 

# then takes out all the blank spaces. The input variable is 

# the name of the input file; the output is sent to a file with 

# the same name plus one "d" i.e. if the input is d901, the output 

# is dd901, and is in the directory Ua/. For other schools, 

# this will need to be changed to reflect the name 

# of the school and the file format used. FILEl is a temporary 

# holding file. 

if [ -s FILEl ]; then 

rm FILEl 

fi 

awk -F"»" '{print $1 $2 $3 $4 $5 $6"*" 

substr($7,l,8) substr($7,9,11) substr($8,1,8) 

substr($8,9,ll) $9 $(10) $(11)>' $1 > FILEl 

sed 's/ //g' FILEl > Ua/d$l 

The product, used in the processing for this project, is in the following format: 

911*606145834*U*S0*EN*CVE*CE214»001***C*M* 

911*577105362*U*UNC*EN*NDS*CE214»001***0*M» 

911*341183577*U*SR»EN»ENE»CE214*001***B*M* 
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911*513916260*11* JR*EN*MSE*CE214*001*»*0«M*0 

911*603102702*U»JR*EN»ELE*CE214*001***0*M*X 

911*061172846*a*SR*EN*CHE*CE214*001***A*M*W 

911*558704952*U*JR*EN*MEE*CE214*001***A»F*W 

911*076081458*U*JR*A8*EC0II*CE214*001***A*M*W 

911*313273779*U*SR*AG*LAR*CE214*001***0*M*W 

911*542313204*U*JR*EN*CVE*CE214*001***A*M*W 

The format for the fields is identical to the registrar's files, as are the codes 

used. The fields are: 

Field 1: Semester 

Field 2: Student Identification Number 

Field 3: Status 

Field 4: Class Standing 

Field 5: College 

Field 6: Major 

Field 7: Course code 

Field 8: Section number 

Field 9: Cross listed course code 

Field 10: Section number for cross listed course code 

Field 11: Grade 

Field 12: Gender 

Field 13: Ethnicity 



B.3 The Comparison Files 

Once the dd data-files were created, the following set of scripts processed them 

B.3.1 Make.comparison.files 

# This is a shell script to do the comparison, and output 

#files, called make.comparison.files. These files can then 

#be used to do summciry statistics. It takes as input the 

#name of a math course, then creates files of student data 

#by semester for that math course using make. math, student .list. 

#It then makes similar files for all client courses and calls 

tdo.comp and its accompanyinng awkscript 

#(called make.comp.askscr.files) to actually do the comparisons 

#which are sent to the file comparison. The files 

#"data.file.list" and "client.course.list" are prepared 

#separately for each run to reduce 

#unnecessary computer run time by eliminating useless 

#comparisons (for semesters prior to the math course for 

texample). This script outputs files of grade comparisons. 

#FILE1, FILE2, and FILES are temporary holding files. 

mathcourse=$l 

semester=$2 

make.math.student.list $1 $2 

make.client.student.list 
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for i in 'cat math.student.list-index' 

do 

for j in 'cat client .student .list .index' 

do 

do.comp.files $i $j 

done 

done 

rm FILEl 

rm FILE2 

rm FILE3 

rm client. student. list. index 

rm math.student.list.index 

rm dd* 

B.3.2 Make.math.student.list 

#! /usr/local/bin/ksh -

# This is make.math.student.list. It takes as its first input 

# the call ntimber of a math course, and as its second input a 

# semester file provided by the registrar and creates a file 

# containing the data for students that have taken that coxirse 

# in that semester. This file is called semester.mathcourse. 

# It is sent to the make.comparison program 
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inathcourse=$l 

semester=$2 

# Create the file "semester.mathcourse" and put its name in 

# the file "math.student.list.index". 

grep "Smathcoiirse" /dept3/calc/Ua/$semester > 

"/Thesis/OK/$semester.Smathcourse 

echo $semester.$mathcourse » "/Thesis/OK/math. student, list .index 

B.3.3 Make.client.student.list 

#! /usr/local/bin/ksh -

#This is make.client.student.list. It takes as its 

#input the list of client courses in client.course.list 

#and goes through the files provided by the registrar eind 

#creates one file for each semester containing the data 

#for the students that have taken that course. This file 

#is called semester.course.student.list and is 

#used as input to the make.comparison program. The name 

#of the files created are stored in client.student.index.list 

#which is another input to the comparison program. 
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for j in 'cat client.course.list' 

do 

for i in 'cat data.file.list' 

do 

grep "$j" /dept3/calc/Ua/$i > '/Thesis/OK/Si.Sj 

echo $i.$j » '/Thesis/OK/client.student-list.index 

done 

done 

B.3.4 Do.comp.files 

#!/usr/local/bin/ksh -

# This sets up the test files for and calls the awkscript 

# which creates the files with grade data for a given math 

# and client course. 

# Setup amd initialize the flies to be used 

if [ -s FILEl ]; then 

rm FILEl 

fi 

touch FILEl 

if C -s FILE2 ]; then 

rm FILE2 
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fi 

touch FILE2 

if [ -s FILE3 ]; then 

nn FILE3 

fi 

touch FILE3 

# Go to the data files and collect the right course. 

# Check that only 

# grades we want are put in the files. 

cat $1 I awk -F"»" '{print $2"*"$11"*"}'I 

sed VC0-9]*\*[-A B C D E W]Wd' >FILE1 

cat $2 I awk -F"*" '{print $2"*"$11"*"}'I 

sed '/[0-9]*\»[-A B C D E W]\*/d' >FILE2 

for i in 'cat FILEl Icut -fl -d"*'" 

do 

# Look at SSN= $i 

if [ 'fgrep $i FILE2 I cut -fl -d"*"' ]; then 

if [ 'fgrep $i FILE2 I cut -fl -d"*"' = $i ]; then 

# Found match on $i 

fgrep $i FILEl »FILE3 

fgrep $i FILE2 »FILE3 

fi 

fi 
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done 

# Put math. coTirse and client course at the beginning of the output 

# line without a newline, separated by stars. 

echo -n $1 

echo -n 

echo -n $2 

echo -n 

# Cadi the awkscript to create the rest of the line 

cat FILE3 lawk -f make.comp.awkscr.files 

B.3.5 The Awkscript 

# This is make.comp.awkscr.files, which is called by do.comp to 

# do the actual compeirison, after do.comp has set up the TEST 

# files. It outputs to the comparison file, which then can be 

# manipulated to produce output information 

# set the » to be our field sepairator 

BEGIH 

FS="*" 

A["A"]= A["B"]= A["C"]= A["D"]= A["E"]= AC"W"]= 0 

B["A"]= BC"B"]= BC"C"]= BC"D"]= B["E"]= B["W"]= 0 

GC"A"]= C["B"]= C["C"]= C["D"]= CC"E"]= C["W"]= 0 
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D["A"]= DC"B"]= DC"C"]= DC"D"]= D["E"]= DC"W"]= 0 

E["A"]= E["B"]= EC"C"]= E["D"]= EC"E"]= E["W"]= 0 

WC"A"]= W["B"]= WC"C"]= W["D"]= W["E"]= WC"W"]= 0 

} 

# 

# Loop over each line of input 

# Column 1 is the SSN 

# Column 2 is the grade 

# First Appearance is from the initial class 

# Following Appearance is from the following class 

if ((NR ==1) II ($1 != oldssn)) 

# Got a new one 

oldssn= $1 

oldgrade= $2 

> 

else 

£ 

# Find etnd Increment the right counter 

if (oldgrade == "A") 

A[$2]++ 

if (oldgrade == "B") 

B[$2]++ 

if (oldgrade == "C") 

CC$2]++ 

if (oldgrade == "D") 
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D[$2]++ 

if (oldgrade == "E") 

EC$2]++ 

if (oldgrade == "W") 

tfC$2]++ 

> 

> 

# 

# Output the data 

# 

END-C 

for (i in A) 

printf("/id*", A[i]) 

for (i in B) 

printf("7.d*". B[i]) 

for (i in C) 

printf("7.d*", CCi]) 

for (i in D) 

printf("7.d*", D[i]) 

for (i in E) 

printf("7.d»", ECi]) 
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for (i in W) 

printf ("%d*", tfCi]) 

printf 

> 

B.3.6 The Output 

The result of the above actions was a file like the following. The symbol \ 

indicates that the data line continued uninterrupted with the data printed on the 

next line. A single line contains the data to compare a single math course against 

a single client course. 

dd914.MATH126B»dd914.AME250*0*0*0»0*0*0*0»0*0*0*0*\ 

o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o* 

dd914.MATH126B*dd921.AME250*0*0*0»0»0*0*0*0*0*0*0*\ 

o*o*o*o»o*o*o*o*o*o*o»o*o»o*o*o*o»o»o*o*o*o*o*o*o* 

dd914.MATH126B»dd922.AME250*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0»0*0*0*\ 

0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0»0*0*0»0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0» 

dd914.MATH126B*dd924.AME250»0»0*0*0*0»0#0*0*0*0*0»\ 

o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o* 

dd914.MATH126B*dd931.AME250»0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0»0*\ 

o*o*o*o*o*o#o»o*o*o*o*o*o»o*o*o*o»o»o*o*o*o*o»o*o* 

dd914.MATH126B*dd932.AME250*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0*0»0*0*\ 

dd914.MATH126B*dd934.AME250*0*0*0*0*0*0»0*0*0»0»0*\ 
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dd914.MATH126B*dd941.AME250»0»0*0»0*0*0»0»0*0*0»0»\ 

o*o*o*o*o»o*o*o*o»o*o*o»o*o*o»o*o*o*o*o»o*o*o»o»o* 

dd914.MATH126B*dd942.AME250*0*0*0»0*0*0»0*0*0*0*0*\ 

o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o*o»o*o»o*o*o»o*o»o*o»o*o*o»o*o»o* 

dd914.MATH126B*dd944.AME250*0*0*0*0*0*0»0*0»0*0*0*\ 

The fields axe: 

Field 1: Identification of the math course, by semester and number 

Field 2: Identification of the client course by semester and number 

Field 3: The number of students receiving "A" in the math course who received "A" 

in the client course 

Field 4: The number of students receiving "A" in the math course who received "B" 

in the client course 

Field 5: The number of students receiving "A" in the math course who received "C" 

in the client course 

Field 6: The number of students receiving "A" in the math course who received "D" 

in the client course 

Field 7: The number of students receiving "A" in the math course who received "E" 

in the client course 

Field 8: The number of students receiving "A" in the math course who received "W" 

in the client course 

Field 9: The number of students receiving "B" in the math course who received "A" 

in the client course 
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Field 10: The number of students receiving "B" in the math course who received "B" 

in the client course 

Field 11: The number of students receiving "B" in the math course who received "C" 

in the client course 

Field 12: The number of students receiving "B"in the math course who received "D" 

in the client course 

Field 13: The number of students receiving "B"in the math course who received "E" 

in the client course 

Field 14: The number of students receiving "B"in the math course who received "\V 

in the client course 

Field 15: The number of students receiving "C" in the math course who received "A" 

in the client course 

Field 16: The number of students receiving "C" in the math course who received "B" 

in the client course 

Field 17: The number of students receiving "C" in the math course who received "C" 

in the client course 

Field 18: The number of students receiving "C" in the math course who received "D" 

in the client course 

Field 19: The number of students receiving "C" in the math course who received "E" 

in the client course 

Field 20: The number of students receiving "C" in the math course who received "W" 

in the client course 
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Field 21: The number of students receiving "D" in the math course who received "A' 

in the client course 

Field 22: The number of students receiving "D" in the math course who received "B' 

in the client course 

Field 23: The number of students receiving "D" in the math course who received "C 

in the client course 

Field 24: The number of students receiving "D" in the math course who received "D' 

in the client course 

Field 25: The number of students receiving "D" in the math course who received "E' 

in the client course 

Field 26: The number of students receiving "D" in the math course who received "W" 

in the client course 

Field 27: The number of students receiving "E" in the math course who received ~A' 

in the client course 

Field 28: The number of students receiving "E" in the math course who received "B' 

in the client course 

Field 29: The number of students receiving "E" in the math course who received "C 

in the client course 

Field 30: The number of students receiving "E" in the math course who received "D' 

in the client course 

Field 31: The number of students receiving "E" in the math course who received "E" 

in the client course 
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Field 32: The number of students receiving "E" in the math course who received "W" 

in the client course 

Field 33: The number of students receiving "W" in the math course who received "A" 

in the client course 

Field 34: The number of students receiving "W" in the math course who received "B" 

in the client course 

Field 35: The number of students receiving "W" in the math course who received "C" 

in the client course 

Field 36: The number of students receiving "\V" in the math course who received "D" 

in the client course 

Field 37: The number of students receiving "W" in the math course who received "E" 

in the client course 

Field 38: The number of students receiving "W" in the math course who received "W" 

in the client course 

The data fields for E and VV grades in math were not used, except to check for 

anomalies in the data or processing. 

B.4 Excel Processing 

The data was entered into Excel workbooks, and the comparisons done with 

built-in commands and modules. Modules calculated the grade statistics. Excel 

built in commands did the t and z tests. Descriptions of these are in the Excel 

Manual [19], and will vary depending on the version used. 
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B.5 Problems 

1. The version of UNIX used for this processing does not like spaces, however 

anthroponnorphic this statement seems. Despite the manual pages and the 

procedures described in [11], it proved easier to remove the spaces than to 

work around them. This may be peculiar to the .Axizona Mathematics De

partment system. 

2. The scripts must be carefiilly tailored to the format of the input files. 

3. Run times can be long, up to 21 days for this project for a single year's data. 

This is especially true if they are run in the background at low priority. If 

this is done, then error and completion message commands should be inserted 

into the scripts and sent to a "nohup.out" file so that the progress of the run 

can be monitored and problems detected. 

4. If the computer used is networked with others, as is very common, the pro

cessing should be done on the machine where the data is stored. Otherwise, 

a significant amount of bus traffic is generated, causing the system to slow 

noticeably. 

5. All data files should be checked for duplicate entries and other anomalies. 
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APPENDIX C SURVEY INSTRUMENT 

Survey Form 

Evaluation of Consortium Calculus Project 

This survey is part of a project to evaluate the change in calculus instruction 

made by the Mathematics Department during AY 1989-91. The results of this 

survey will be used only for the purpose of evaluating the teaching of calculus. Your 

responses will not be given to your department and will have no effect whatsoever 

on your academic record. 

The sun'ey consists of 36 items. There are no right or wrong answers. I am 

interested in what you remember about your calculus learning experience. The 

items will be machine scored, please make your marks on the scantron forms dark 

and clear. Please respond to every item. 

Please enter your name and your 9 digit social security account number on the 

scantron form preceded by a zero (0). This is the same number as your Student 

Identification number. For example if your ID number is 020-30-6139, you would 

enter 0020306139. Darken the corresponding circles below each digit. 

For each item decide if you agree strongly (A), agree somewhat (B), are neutral 

(C), disagree somewhat (D), or disagree strongly (E). Avoid C answers if at all 

possible. 

Thank you very much for your help. 

Edward H. Alexander 

1. I found that the best way to do well in my calculus course was to memorize 

formulas. 

2. I have been able to apply what I learned in calculus to other courses. 
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3. I am confident that I can apply the basic concepts I learned in calculus to 

problems I may face in the future. 

4. I can do calculus better when I have a calculator or computer to help me. 

5. I mostly learned calculus from reading the book and doing homework prob

lems. 

6. My calculus course took a lot of time. 

7. I remember calculus being hard to learn. 

8. My calculus class was too theoretical, not practical enough. 

9. My calculus teacher showed me lots of different ways to look at the same 

problem. 

10. Some people are good at mathematics and some just aren't. 

11. Exact procedures are necessary to do problems in mathematics. 

12. My calculus class covered too much too fast. 

13. In mathematics, either an answer is right or it's wrong. 

14. I feel that my calculus class gave me a good understanding of what calculus 

is all about. 

15. My calculus class was interesting. 

16. I found my calcvdus textbook clearly written and helpful. 

17. Understanding concepts didn't help me much on calculus tests, tests required 

me to know how to do problems. 

18. My calculus class enabled me to leam a lot. 



to 

19. If I really understand a concept in calculus, I can readily do problems that 

use that concept. 

20. Working with other students generally improves my performance. 

21. Working with other students generally helped my exam grades. 

22. I can explain most calculus concepts using examples with numbers. 

23. I can explain most calculus concepts with diagrams and sketches. 

24. Mathematics is mostly about formulas. 

25. I like math, but word problems are hard for me. 

26. My calculus teacher was helpful. 

27. How well I do on a mathematics exam generally depends on how hard I study 

for it. 

28. I used what I learned about computers in calculus in my work after the 

calculus course. (Leave this item blank if computers were not used in your 

calculus course.) 

29. I used what I learned about calculators in calculus in my work after the 

calculus course. (Leave this item blank if calculators were not used in your 

calculus course.) 

30. Calculus should be taught without the use of either computers or calculators. 

31. Mathematics has developed to the point where about everything mathemat

ical that is important has been developed by mathematicians. 

32. My calculus course taught me how to solve problems in my major field of 

study. 
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33. Background Information 

A Name 

B Student ED 

Please check that your name is on the scantron form along vnth your 

Student ID number properly coded. 

34. Code in your gender. 

A = Female 

B = Male 

35. Code in your ethnic background. 

X = African American 

B = Asian American 

C = Caucasian 

D = Hispanic-American 

E = Native American 

Leave blank for other 

36. My Major is 

37. I took calculus using 

A = Anton (large hardbound book with multicolor text) 

B = The calculus Consortium material (Hughes-Hallett, softbound with 

one or two color text) 

C = Other 



38. I took 

A = Math 124 - Math 125B 

B = Math 125A - Math 125B 

C = Math 126A - Math 126B 

D = Math 123 

E = Other 



APPENDIX D CONCEPT MAP 
EVALUATION 

D.l Evaluation rubric 

Scoring Model 

Hierarch .. v 

Level 1 

Levcl2 

Level 3 

~xampl~ ~xampl~ link 

I 
object 

I 
obj«1 

Level 4 

cross link Scoring for this n1odel: 
Relationships (if valid) 
Hierarchy (if valid) 4 x 5 
Cross links (if valid 

= 14 
= 20 ~ 

and significant) 10 x 2 
Examples (if valid) 4 x 1 

= 20 
= 4 

58 points total 

link link 
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D.2 High-scoring Map 
·calculus 

This map was drawn by CF1 , a mathemat ics education major. 

/ 
derivative 

1 integral 

...__ ____ ._ 

t- / fun~ame~tal theorem of calculu~ ---') 

/ 

I tangent line 

I 
lim f(xo + h) - f(x0 ) , 

h•O h I 

__ _j 

I dlffere~;latlon 

\ instantaneous rate of change 
I 

\ 
\~ 
~ 

t ~ r_,-. r -

~ ~ 0l''\ 

\ Increasing/decreasing 

j maxin1um/mlnimum 
I 

concave up or down 

eKo~'-9 ~~ 
i 

. cha\n ru\e 
\ 

I product rule /Velocity 

!acceleration 

lim i f(c,J . ax ..... ·-1 

Table D .1 , High Scoring Map 

I Relationship I Number I Value I Score J 

Links 1 25 25 
Levels 5 5 25 
Cross-links 10 3 30 
Examples 1 1 1 
Total 81 

! Integration 
I 

I 
I integration by parts integration by 

substitution 

79 
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D.3 Low-scoring Map 

calculus 
This map was drawn by CF3, an Ecology and Evolutionary Biology major. 

/1 ~ _fu_n_d_a_m_e_nt_a_l_th_e_

1 

o_re_m _ _ o_f _c_a_l_cul us 

Integration 

instantaneous growth rate differentiation 

\ 

acceleration 
slope I 

llnte f ral 

/ ~ 
I 

distance 

tang~nt line 

I 
I 

I area 

I 
L inte~~atlon by parts 

f 

integration by substitution 

I 
I lnmus 

. v'!loclty 

\ chain rule 
difference quotient 

l_j_~ 
minimum I maximum 

\_Increasing j decreasing : product [Uie 

Table D.2 , Low Scoring Map 

I Relationship I Number I Value I Score I 
Links 1 9 9 

) 

Levels 5 4 20 
Crdss-links 10 0 0 
Examples 1 0 0 
Total 29 

concavity 
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APPENDIX E THE INTERVIEW 

Protocol for Student Interview 

Evaluation of Reform Calculus Project 

1. Materials to be prepared in advance: 

(a) Graphing calculator 

(b) Graph paper with the subject's name on it 

(c) Pencils and erasers 

(d) A pair of dividers 

(e) Cards with questions on them 

(f) Slips of paper with words for concept maps 

(g) Scotch Tape for constructing the map 

(h) Set up the video camera so that it focuses on the subject's work. Ensure 

that the sound pickup is pointed toward the subject 

2. The interviewer's name should be provided to the subject. It should be ex

plained clearly to the subject that the purpose of this research is to determine 

mental processes and that the interview is not graded. There are, of course, 

more correct and less correct answers, and the subject should strive for the 

best answer possible. However there is no grade given and the interview will 

not be used in any way to assess the student. The results will have no effect 

on academic records and will not be given to the subject's department. We 

are interested in what information remains in the students' minds from a 

course taken a while ago. 

3. All questions will be preprinted on cards. The interviewer will read each 

question slowly, ask for subject questions, and then ask the subject to answer 
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in as much detail as possible. During the answering process, the card will 

be placed so the student can read it. The student should be encouraged to 

explain as much of what mental images are formed as possible. Calculator, 

dividers, graph paper and scratch paper should be available at any time. .All 

such written results should be annotated with subject name, date and time, 

and preserved for the analysis. 

4. The questions are, in order: 

(a) What kinds of things did you study in calculus I and II? 

(b) What is a derivative? 

(c) What do you use derivatives for? 

(d) How do you find derivatives, that is compute them? 

(e) What sort of real world problems would derivatives help with? 

(f) What are integrals? 

(g) Is there more than one kind of integral? (The interviewer should supply 

the words definite and indefinite if the subject cannot). 

(h) Where do integrals come from, mathematically? 

(i) How do you compute integrals? 

(j) What can you recall about the relationship between derivatives and 

integrals? 

(k) .\re there methods for finding derivatives which are related to methods 

for finding integrals and vice versa? 

(1) What sort of real world problems might integrals help with? 

(m) What was the most memorable thing you learned in calculus? 
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(n) Were you awaxe that two diflferent methods of calculus instruction were 

being used. If so and you were to take calculus over again, which method 

do you think you would prefer? 

(o) I will give you a number of words and pictures written on slips of pa

per. Please arrange them in the way you think is most appropriate for 

the relationships the concepts have with each other. Use scotch tape 

to fasten them down and draw lines to show the connections. (Two 

examples, one of basketball and one of meat quality were provided from 

Gowin and Novak[l3].) The slips of paper contained: 

i. acceleration 

ii. area 

iii. calculus 

iv. chain rule 

v. concave up or down 

vi. difference quotient 

vii. differentiation 

viii. distance 

ix. fimdamental theorem of calculus 

X. increasing/decreasing 

xi. instantaneous rate of change 

xii. integral 

xiii. integration 

xiv. integration by parts 

XV. integration by substitution 

xvi. limits 

xvii. maximum/minimum 
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XVIll. product rule 

XIX. slope 

XX. tangent line 

XXI. velocity 
xxii. 

l
. f(xo +h) - f(xo) 
Im--------------

h--+0 h 

XXlli. 

a 

XXIV. 

XXV. 

' 



At the end of the interview, the subject should be thanked, told once again 

that the results of this interview will not affect student records in any way, 

and be asked to sign a receipt for the $15 payment. 
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APPENDIX F QUIZ QUESTIONS 

Evaluation of Calculus 

Retention Instrument 

Name 

Student # 

Major 

Date 

Calculus Courses taken 

Please do as many of the following problems as completely as possible. Even 

if you cannot complete a problem to your satisfaction, write down how you would 

approach it. 

This quiz will have no effect on your academic records and is being given as 

part of an assessment. 

1. Find 
+ 5a; + 5 

l im .  
1-^4 X — 4 

2. Differentiate with respect to x: 

(a) y = e^ 

(b) y = 3x^ + 5a: + 4 

(c) y = sin X 

(d) y = 

(e) y = (3x^ + 5x + 4)^° 



(f) ex(3x2 + 5x + 4) 
(g) 

3x2 + 5x + 4 
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3. Find the equation of the tangent line to 3x2 + 5x + 4 at the point where 

x=l. 

4. Find the following integrals: 

(a) J e3x dx 

(b) J e3x2+3x+4(2x + 1) dx 

(c) fol e3x dx 

5. Use integrat!on by parts to find: 

6. Set up an integral to find the area between the two parabolas shown: 
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APPENDIX G QUIZ AND MAP SCORES 

The results of evaluating the quizes and concept maps numerically are displayed 

in table G.l. The subject's major is also shown. 

Table G.l, Quiz and Map Scores 

Subject Major Quiz Score Map Score 

CFl Math 65 81 
CF2 Chem Engr. 75 72 
CF3 Ecology 32 24 
CF4 Chem Engr. 79 54 
CMl Ecology 25 61 
CM2 Ecology 36 75 
CM3 Economics 85 56 
CM4 Ecology 89 39 
TFl Biology 12 29 
TF2 Biology 10 47 
TF3 Math 80 58 
TMl Chem Engr 75 63 
TM2 Atmos. Sci. 64 70 
TM3 Nuclear Engr. 57 47 
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